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This Letter reports the measurement of electro-osmotic flows (EOF ) in microchannels with surface
charge patterned on the 200 mm scale. We have investigated two classes of patterns: (1) Those in which
the surface charge varies along a direction perpendicular to the electric field used to drive the EOF; this
type of pattern generates multidirectional flow along the direction of the field. (2) Those in which the
surface charge pattern varies parallel to the field; this pattern generates recirculating cellular flow, and
thus causes motion both parallel and perpendicular to the external field. Measurements of both of these
flows agree well with theory in the limit of thin double layers and low surface potential.
PACS numbers: 47.54. + r, 47.65. + a, 61.20.Lc, 82.45. + z

Microfluidic devices are important in a range of applications: microanalytical systems for genomics and proteomics, research tools for cell biology, and low-inventory
chemical synthesis. Developments in microfluidics will
require sophisticated methods for handling fluids in the
low Reynolds number (Re) regime that is imposed by the
dimensions of the microchannels in these devices. Electrically driven flow [electro-osmotic flow (EOF)] is an alternative to pressure driven flow in microchannels, but has
been used only for the simplest case, that is, for flow driven
by uniformly charged channel walls. In this Letter, we describe EOF driven by surface charge patterned on the channel walls [1]. The geometries that we explore demonstrate
two new types of fluid behavior at low Reynolds number:
multidirectional flow along the axis of the channel and the
applied field, and controlled cellular flow with bulk motion
both perpendicular and parallel to the axis of the channel
and the applied field. We believe that these new types of
flows offer opportunities for fine control of fluid motion
and chemical transport in microfluidic devices, and also
suggest the use of fluids to drive micromechanical elements via shear-generated torques.
The experimental challenge of patterning surfaces inside
microstructures has hindered the investigation of EOF in
the presence of patterned surface charge. For this study,
we used two soft lithographic techniques [2] to solve this
problem in patterning. We used laminar flow patterning
[3] to generate longitudinal patterns, and a modified version of micromolding in capillaries to generate transverse
patterns [4]. In both cases, the electrostatic adsorption of
organic polymers having charged side groups [poly(ions)]
[5] onto the inside walls of the channels generated the required regions of positive and negative surface charge, and
ensured that these regions had charge densities of similar
magnitude [6].
Electro-osmotic flow [7] uses an externally applied electric field parallel to a surface with net surface charge density to drive bulk motion in a fluid. The field interacts with
the net charge carried by the mobile screening layer (the
Debye layer) in the fluid above the surface. A channel
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with walls having fixed charges thus generates a mobile
“sheath” of charge in the fluid. When an electric field is
applied, the movement of this sheath transports the bulk
of the fluid, as if the walls of the channel were sliding at

FIG. 1. Schematics of the two patterned geometries studied.
s1 and s2 represent the surface charge densities. (a) q ⬜ E:
Surface charge varying in the direction perpendicular to the applied electric field: positive coating 共s1 兲 on one half 共x . 0兲
and negative coating 共s2 兲 on the other 共x , 0兲. q represents
the direction of a typical wave vector describing the variations
of the charge pattern. The dotted arrows represent the EOF generated in this geometry. (b) q k E: Patterned charge varying
parallel to the direction of the applied field. In this study, only
one of the four capillary walls is patterned; the other three were
treated with a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to reduce their surface charge and the sticking of beads. Dotted arrows represent
the EOF in this geometry.
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a velocity of meo E. Here, meo (speed/field strength) is
the electro-osmotic mobility of the charged surface; it is
a function of the surface charge density and of the ionic
strength of the fluid. E is the magnitude of the applied
field parallel to the walls.
In the limit of thin double layers (Debye screening
length 苷 k 21 ø pattern and geometric dimensions), the
governing equations of EOF in low Reynolds number environments are given by the Stokes equation:
h=2 v 2 =p 苷 0 ,

(1)

= ? v 苷 0,

with “slip” boundary conditions at the walls of the channel where the Debye layer is moving under the influence
of the applied field: yz 共x0 , y0 , z兲 苷 m共x0 , y0 , z兲E [8]. We
therefore ignore the details of the flow in the double layer
and replace the standard no-slip boundary conditions with
the appropriate moving ones. Here, v is the velocity field,
m is the electro-osmotic (EO) mobility of the surface, h
is the viscosity of the fluid, E is the strength of the component of the applied electric field which is parallel to the
wall, and p is the pressure field. For low surface or zeta
potentials 共ez0 兾kB T , 1兲, m 苷 s兾hk [7]. Here, z0 is the
surface potential and e is the electron charge.
We present two cases of patterned EOF in this regime
[9]; Fig. 1 shows their geometries. In the first case, the
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surface pattern varies in a direction perpendicular to the
applied electric field, q ⬜ E, where q is a typical wave
vector describing variations in the pattern and E is the
field [Fig. 1(a)]. In this geometry, the EOF runs parallel to
the field and alternates direction in phase with the surface
pattern. In the second case, q k E, and the EOF runs in
closed cells with the axis of the cells perpendicular to the
field and parallel to the patterned surface [Fig. 1(b)] [1].
Over flat surfaces, these two types of flow represent a
basis from which flows over arbitrary surface patterns can
be constructed [10]. The patterns are made up of regions of
adsorbed layers of poly(ions) with surface charge density
of opposite sign and similar magnitude. We have worked
with channels with ⬃200 mm height and width and pattern
features of ⬃200 mm for experimental convenience, but
the observed behavior is predicted to be scale independent
for systems that satisfy the limit of thin double layers.
As Fig. 1(a) indicates, in the q ⬜ E case, a horizontal
cross section of the flow through the middle of the channel
共 y 苷 a兾2兲 should be a flow with almost constant shear,
and thus similar to the two-dimensional flow generated
between two parallel plates separated by b and moving in
opposite directions at m1 E and m2 E. The actual flow
is given by the solution of Eqs. (1) with the boundary
conditions yz 苷 m1 E at the walls for x . 0, and yz 苷
m2 E at the walls for x , 0. This purely axial velocity
field is approximated by Eq. (2):

v共x, y兲 苷 yz ez 苷 关2mb E 1 共1兾2兲 共m1 1 m2 兲E兴ez 1 共1兾2兲 共m1 2 m2 兲E
X̀
3
共1兾n兲 兵csch共2npa兾b兲 关sinh共npy兾b兲 2 sinh 共 np共 y 2 2a兲兾b兲兲 sin共npx兾b兲兴
n苷1

1 csch共npb兾2a兲 sinh共npx兾2a兲 sin共npy兾2a兲其ez .

(2)

Here, m6 苷 共s6 兾hk兲 and mb is the electrophoretic mobility of the beads used to trace the flow.
In the q k E case, Fig. 1(b), a vertical cross section of the flow through the middle of the channel 共x 苷 0兲 satisfies a
version of the solution proposed by Ajdari, taken in the appropriate limits [1]. Equation (3) shows the predicted stream
function for a square-wave form of surface charge density:
X̀
w共 y, z兲 苷 Efc 共x, y兲 2 共2兾p兲 共m1 2 m2 兲E
兵n21 sin共pqn l1 兲 关共m1 1 m2 兲兾共m1 2 m2 兲 1 cos共qn z兲兴
n苷1

3 关c1 sinh共qn y兲 1 c2 ye2qn y 1 c3 ye1qn y 兴其 .

(3)

Here, qn 苷 2pn兾l, where l 苷 l1 1 l2 is the periodicity of the pattern, and l1 and l2 are the widths of the positive
and negative bands, respectively. The function fc 共x, y兲 is used to account for the nonzero mobilities of the unpatterned
walls and of the beads used to trace the flow fc 共x, y兲 苷 y关mbeads 1 mwalls fw 共x, y兲兴, where
X̀
兵csch共nph兾w兲 sin共npy兾b兲 关sinh共npx兾b兲 2 sinh 共 np共x 2 a兲兾b兲兲兴
fw 共x, y兲 苷
n苷1

1 csch共npb兾a兲 sinh共npy兾a兲 sin共npx兾a兲其 .

(4)

The values of the coefficients c1 , c2 , and c3 are
c1 苷 共qn a兲2 兾qn 关1 1 2共qn a兲2 2 cosh共2qn a兲兴 ,
c2 苷 关e2qn a 2 共qn a兲2 2 1兴兾2关1 1 2共qn a兲2 2 cosh共2qn a兲兴 ,
c3 苷

(5)

关sinh共qn a兲 2 cosh共qn a兲兴 关qn h cosh共qn a兲 1 共qn a 2 1兲 共qn a兲兴
.
1 1 2共qn a兲2 2 cosh共2qn a兲
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The velocity field can be obtained from w in the standard
way: yy 苷 共≠w兾≠z兲 and yz 苷 2共≠w兾≠y兲.
Figure 2(a) shows an example of bidirectional flow
generated by the q ⬜ E pattern shown in Fig. 1(a). We
imaged the flow using 2 mm, fluorescent microspheres
with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) modified surfaces.
Figure 2(b) shows a plot of the velocities taken from
data of the type shown in Fig. 2(a) and fit with Eq. (2)
evaluated at y 苷 130 mm and using 50 terms in the sum.
We have no independent measure of the m1 and m2
values generated by our patterning technique, so these
values were used as adjustable parameters in Eq. (2). The
residual electrophoretic mobility of the tracer beads was
measured independently: mb 苷 20.45 共mm兾s兲兾共V兾cm兲.
Regression led to m1 苷 2.9 共mm兾s兲兾共V兾cm兲 and
m2 苷 23.7 共mm兾s兲兾共V兾cm兲. These values of m1 and

FIG. 2. q ⬜ E: Experiment and prediction. (a) Bidirectional
EOF in a channel patterned as is shown in Fig. 1(a). The
260 mm 3 260 mm channel was viewed from the top (along
the negative y axis) through a 253 lens with fluorescence
filters. The focal plane was located at y 苷 130 mm. PEGfunctionalized 2 mm fluorescent beads were used as flow tracers. Arrows were added to indicate direction. The applied field
(along z) was 95 V兾cm. (b) Fit of the bidirectional flow profile
to Eq. (2): The solid dots represent axial 共z兲 velocities taken
from images like those pictured in (a). The velocities are plotted against the x position of the bead. The scatter in the data is
dominated by variations in the mobility of the tracer beads and
small Poiseuille flows which were present in the channel. The
solid line is an optimized fit generated with Eq. (2).
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m2 are approximately 60% of those found in channels
coated uniformly with the same poly(ion)s (4.8 and 25.8).
This discrepancy may reflect desorption of polymers from
one region and adsorption on the other during or after
patterning.

FIG. 3. q k E: Experiment and prediction. (a) A series of trajectories over a single period of a pattern of the type illustrated
in Fig. 1(b). The channel 共200 mm 3 200 mm兲 was viewed
from the side (along the x axis) with a 253 lens. The focal
plane was located near the center of the channel 共x ⬃ 0 mm兲.
(b) Comparison of each component of the measured velocity
field 共䊐兲 with predictions 共䉭兲 made by evaluating Eq. (3) at the
measured 共 y, z兲 positions and plotted against an arbitrary time
scale. Dashed lines separate segments associated with independent trajectories. (c) Comparison of the experimental velocities
measured along the trajectories pictured in (a) (arrows) with the
stream function calculated with Eq. (3) (solid lines).
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Figure 3(a) shows a series of bead trajectories over lines
of positive and negative surface charge on the floor of the
channel as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The globular objects at
the patterned surface near the junction of positively and
negatively charged regions are beads stuck to the glass
slide out of the focal plane. The beads stuck predominantly
in this region, where the flow field brings them toward
the surface, into a stagnation point. With the direction of
the field reversed (along the positive z axis), the sticking
occurred at the minus-plus junctions.
Figure 3(b) shows comparisons of the components of
the velocity field extracted from the trajectories in 3(a)
with values calculated using the stream function in Eq. (3)
(using 30 terms in the sums). Dashed lines separate data
from independent trajectories. We used yy 共 y, z兲, which
is independent of the mobility of the tracer beads 共mb 兲
and of the unpatterned walls 共mw 兲, to adjust the values
m1 and m2 in Eq. (3): m1 苷 1.9 共mm兾s兲兾共V兾cm兲
and m2 苷 21.9 共mm兾s兲兾共V兾cm兲. A value of mw 苷
20.55 共mm兾s兲兾共V兾cm兲 gave the best fit of yz 共 y, z兲. We
determined all other parameters in Eq. (3) experimentally:
l1 苷 200 mm and l2 苷 212 mm, E 苷 95 V兾cm,
mbead 苷 20.45 共mm兾s兲兾共V兾cm兲. The variable fidelity of
the fit for different segments of the plot of yz is a reflection of differences in the mobilities of individual beads.
This work demonstrates two examples of the rich fluid
behavior that a surface with a patterned surface charge
can induce in EOF. These results are restricted to the thin
double layer limit. The two types of patterns demonstrated here act as a basis from which more general threedimensional flows may be generated in microfluidic
environments (e.g., helical flows over bands of positive
and negative charged bands running diagonally to the
axis of the channel [11]). A distinguishing characteristic
of recirculating EOF is that movement is generated
perpendicular to the applied field. This motion could be
particularly useful in systems in which torque must be
generated on a micron scale, and might also serve as a
mixer for EO driven flows. Stationary points in these recirculating flows may also be useful for the manipulation
of macromolecules and cells in a fluid environment.
We also note that EOF generated by surfaces with
inhomogeneous charge distributions, and by the motion of
inhomogeneously charged particles undergoing electrophoresis, can be described within the same theoretical
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framework; the system presented here describing EOF
in the presence of stationary, charged surfaces therefore
provides information about charged, mobile particles in
fluids [1].
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